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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and R a p-subgroup of G. Then R
  ..   ..is radical if O N R s R, where O N R is the maximal normalp p
 .  .p-subgroup of the normalizer N R s N R . Let B be a p-block and wG
 .  .an irreducible character of N R rR. Then R, w is called a B-weight if w
 .G  .  .has p-defect 0 and B w s B in the sense of Brauer , where B w is the
 . w xblock of N R containing w. Alperin 1 conjectured that the number of
B-weights should equal the number of irreducible Brauer characters of B.
Here a weight is always identified with its G-conjugates. In this paper we
verify the conjecture for the simple Held group He.
w xIn the papers 8, 9 , Dade has presented a conjecture exhibiting the
number of ordinary irreducible characters of a fixed height in B, in terms
of an alternating sum of similar integers for p-blocks of some local
w xsubgroups of the group G. In view of Dade's statement 9 , his final
conjecture need only be verified for finite non-abelian simple groups. In
w xthis paper we also confirm the final conjecture for G s He. By 9 , the
final conjecture is equivalent to the invariant conjecture whenever a finite
group has a trivial Schur multiplier and an outer automorphism group all
of whose Sylow r-subgroups are cyclic. Thus it suffices to confirm the
invariant conjecture for G.
Most of the calculations were carried out using the CAYLEY computer
w xsystem 6 . In Section 2 we first classify the radical p-subgroups up to
conjugacy and determine their local structures. The approach using CAY-
w xLEY to find all radical p-subgroups of G is explained in 3 . If p s 2, then
w xby Bulter 5 , it suffices to classify the radical 2-subgroups R in each
 .  . 2-local maximal subgroups M of G such that N R s N R and theseM G
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.2-subgroups will be used to classify radical 2-chains in Section 4 . The
fusions of these 2-subgroups in G can be obtained by applying a theorem
of Burnside. After the classification we verify Alperin's weight conjecture.
In Section 3 we state Dade's invariant conjecture and fix some notation. In
Section 4 we determine radical p-chains of G up to conjugacy. If p s 2,
then a lot of cancellations can be done in the alternating sum of radical
chains. It turns out that each subgroup in the remaining radical 2-chains is
a radical subgroup of G. The final section then verifies Dade's invariant
conjecture for p odd and p s 2 separately, the latter being the more
complicated case. The difficult part in this section is to determine the
stabilized irreducible characters of the normalizer of a radical 2-chain C,
under the actions of the stabilizer of C in the automorphism group of G.
In order to find these characters we apply the automorphism group of the
normalizer of C together with the help of Clifford theory and the induc-
tion from a suitable subgroup.
2. RADICAL p-SUBGROUPS AND WEIGHTS
 .  .Let Blk G be the set of all p-blocks of G, and F G, p a set of
representatives for conjugacy classes of radical subgroups of G. For
y1  .H, K F G, we write H F K if x Hx F K ; and write H g F G, p ifG G
y1  . w xx Hx g F G, p for some x g G. We shall follow the notation of 7 . In
particular, p1q2g is an extra special group of order p1q2g with exponent pq
or plus type according to whether p is odd or even. If X and Y are groups,
we use X.Y and X : Y to denote an extension and a split extension of X
by Y, respectively. Given n g N, we use E n or simply pn to denote thep
elementary abelian group of order pn, Z or simply n to denote the cyclicn
group of order n, and D to denote the dihedral group of order 2n.2 n
 .  :Let G s He and A s Aut G , so that G F A and A s G, t for some
2 < < 10 3 2 3t g A _ G with t g G. Thus G s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 17, and we may sup-
 4pose p g 2, 3, 5, 7 , since both conjectures hold for a block with cyclic
 w x.defect groups see 8, 9 .
 .  .  .  .Given R g F G, p , let C R s C R and N s N R . In addition, letG G
0 .  wIrr H be the set of ordinary irreducible characters of p-defect 0 see 8,
 .x .  .5.5 for the definition of a finite group H. If B s B G is the principal0 0
 w  .x.p-block of G, then cf. 3, 1.3 ,
0Irr NrC R R 2.1 .  . .
R
 .is the number of B -weights, where R runs over the set F G, p such that0
<  . < <  . <the p-part C R RrR of C R RrR is 1. The character table ofp
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 .  .N R rC R R can be created by CAYLEY, so that we can find the
< 0  . . <number Irr NrC R R .
 .  . w xThe proofs of 2A and 2B follow easily by 5, Theorem 15 and 2.3 ,
 . w xand the proof of 2C is straightforward by using 7, p. 104; 5, 2.2 .
 .  .2A The non-tri¨ ial radical 7-subgroups R of He up to conjugacy are
0R C R N Irr NrC R R .  . .
37 7 = L 7 F = L 7 .  .2 7 2
2 2 27 7 7 .SL 7 1 .2
1q2 1q27 7 7 . S = 3 9, .q q 3
where F n is the Frobenius group with kernel Z and complement Z form m n
 .  .positi¨ e integers m, n. Moreo¨er, N R rN , Z for all R g F G, 7 .A 2
 .  .2B The non-tri¨ ial radical 5-subgroups R of He up to conjugacy are
0R C R NrR Irr NrC R R .  . .
5 5 = A A .45 5
2 25 5 SL 3 4 14, .2
 .  .   ..where SL 3 4 is the central product of SL 3 and Z o¨er Z SL 3 s2 2 4 2
 .  .  .V Z . Moreo¨er, N R rN , Z for all R g F G, 5 .1 4 A 2
 .  .2C The non-tri¨ ial radical 3-subgroups R of He up to conjugacy are
0R C R NrR Irr NrC R R .  . .
3 3. A S7 7
3* 3* = L 7 2 = L 7 .  .2 2
2 2 2 23 3 = 2 2 .GL 3 2 .2
1q23 3 D 5,q 8
where for a subgroup H F G, H* is another subgroup of G such that H* , H
 .  .and H* / H. Moreo¨er, N R rN , Z for all R g F G, 3 .G A 2
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 .  .2D The non-tri¨ ial radical 2-subgroups R of He up to conjugacy are
0R C R NrC R R Irr NrC R R .  .  . .
2 22 2 = L 2 S .3 3
2 22 * 2 *.L 4 S .  .  .3 3
D 2 = L 2 1 .8 3
6 62 2 3.S 16
6 62 * 2 * 3.S 1 .  . 6
1q62 2 L 2 1 .q 3
2 6 22 .2 2 S = S 13 3
2 6 22 .2 * 2 * S = S 1 .  . 3 3
4 4 42 .2 2 S = S 13 3
1q6 22 .2 2 S 1q 3
1q6 22 .2 * 2 S 1 .q 3
2 3 42 .2 .2 2 S 13
2 3 42 .2 .2 * 2 S 1 . 3
S 2 1 1,
 .  2  2 . 1q6 4 4 4  .where S g Syl G . Let C s 2 , 2 *, D , 2 , 2 .2 , S . Then N R rN2 8 q A
 .  ., Z for R g C, and N R s N for R g F G, 2 _ C.2 A
 4Proof. Given i g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , let M be a maximal subgroup of G suchi
 . 1q6  . 6  6.that M , S = L 2 , M , 2 .L 2 , M , 2 : 3.S , M , 2 * : 3.S ,1 4 3 2 q 3 3 6 4 6
2  .  . w x  .and M , 2 .L 4 .S . If 1 / R g F G, 2 , then by 5, Theorem 9 , N R5 3 3
   ...  .F N V Z R F M for some i, so that we may suppose R g F M , 21 G i i
 .  .and N R s N R .Mi
 .  .  .  U 41 Set L s L 2 . Then F L, 2 s 1, E , E , S9 , where D , S9 g3 4 4 8
 . USyl L , and E , E are unipotent radicals of parabolic subgroups of L2 4 4
associated with compositions 21 and 12, respectively. Thus we may suppose
F M , 2 s 22 , D , 24 , 24 *, 22 = S9, D = E , D = EU , D = S9 , .  . 41 8 8 4 8 4 8
2.2 .
2  .  .  . 4 2  4.where 2 s O M s O S , D g Syl S , 2 s 2 = E , and 2 * s2 1 2 4 8 2 4 4
2 U  .  .  .  2 42 = E . If R g F M , 2 such that N R s N R , then R g 2 , D ,4 1 M 812  .and so 2 , D g F G, 2 .8 G
 .  . 1q6  .2 Let Q s O M s 2 . If R g F M , 2 , then Q F R and RrQ2 2 q 2
 .g F L, 2 . Thus we may supposeL
F M , 2 s 21q6 , 21q6 .22 , 21q6 .22 *, S , 2.3 .  . 4 .2 q q q
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1q6 2  1q6 2 . U  .where 2 .2 s Q.E , 2 .2 * s Q.E and S g Syl G . For each Rq 4 q 4 2
 .  .  .  .  .g F M , 2 , N R s N R , so we may suppose F M , 2 : F G, 2 .2 M 221q6 2  1q6 2 .Moreover, 2 .2 and 2 .2 * are normal in S. By a theorem ofq q
w xBurnside 10, Theorem 7.1.1 , they are conjugate in G if and only if they
 . 1q6 2  1q6 2 .are conjugate in N S s S. Thus 2 .2 / 2 .2 *, since they areG q G q
non-conjugate in M .2
 .  .  .  .3 Now F M , 2 has 7 subgroups R, and N R s N R . More-3 M3
over,
F M , 2 s 26 , 22 .26 , 24 .24 , 21q6 .22 , 22 .23.24 , 22 .23.24 *, S , 2.4 .  .  . 43 q
 .  .and we may suppose F M , 2 : F G, 2 . Similarly,3
F M , 2 s 26 *, 22 .26 *, 24 .24 , 21q6 .22 *, 22 .23.24 , 22 .23.24 *, S , .  .  .  . 4 .4 q
2.5 .
 .  .and we may suppose F M , 2 : F G, 2 .4
 .  .  2 .  .4 Let Q s O M s 2 * and L s L 4 . The subgroups of2 5 3
 .  .F M , 2 can be obtained as follows, and only two of them satisfy N R s5
 .N R .M5
 .  U 4  . USuppose F L, 2 s 1, E , E , S9 , where S9 g Syl L , and E , E16 16 2 16 16
are unipotent radicals of parabolic subgroups of L associated with compo-
 .sitions 21 and 12, respectively. If R g F M , 2 , then P s RrQ g5 M5
 .  .   ..F M rQ, 2 and P : P l L F 2. Thus P l L s O N P l L and P l5 2 L
 .L is radical in L. We may suppose P l L g F L, 2 .
Suppose P l L s 1 and P / 1. If x g Q is an element of type 2 A, then
 .  :  .C x s Q.L. g , where g induces a field automorphism on L s L 4 .3
 :   .. :  wWe may suppose P s g . Thus R s O C x g , D cf. 11, p.2 8
x.  .  .  . w x1877 , and N R , R = L 2 , so that R g F G, 2 . By 11, Table , G3 G
 .has exactly one 2-block with a defect group D , so that R g F M , 2 .8 G 1
U  .Suppose P s E or E . Then N Q.P is a maximal subgroup of G,16 16
 .  .  .  .C Q.P s C Q.P s Q.P and N Q.P rQ.P , L 4 .S . We may sup-M M 2 35 56 U  6.  : U  :pose Q.E s 2 and Q.E s 2 *. Suppose P s E . g or E . g .16 16 16 16
 : 3 4 U  :  3 4.Then we may suppose Q.E . g s 2 .2 and Q.E . g s 2 .2 *. In16 16
 . 3  .  .addition, C R , 2 and N R s R.L 2 .M M 25 5 4 4  . 4  . Suppose P s S9. Then R , 2 .2 , C R , 2 , and N R s R. 3 =M M5 5
.  4 4.  4 4.  .  :3 .2, since N 2 .2 s 2 .2 . S = S . Suppose P s S9. g . Then R s3 3
 .S0 g Syl M . Thus we may take2 5
F M , 2 s 22 *, D , 26 , 26 *, 23.24 , 23.24 *, 24 .24 , S0 . 2.6 .  .  .  .  . 45 8
Finally, it follows easily by the orders of radical subgroups that
 . w x tN R rN , Z for all R g C. By 7, p. 104 , M s M for some t g A _ GA 2 3 4
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 6.t  6.  .  .  2 6. r  2 6.and so 2 s 2 *. By 2.4 and 2.5 , 2 .2 s 2 .2 * for some
 .r g A _ G. Similarly, L 2 .2 has only one class of maximal subgroups3
2  .  . 1q6  .  1q6 2 . r2 .L 2 . Since N M s 2 .L 2 .2, it follows that 2 .2 s2 A 2 q 3 q
 1q6 2 .  .2 .2 * for r g N M _ M . The last assertion now follows easily.q A 2 2
 .  .  .Given B g Blk G , let D B be a defect group of B, Irr B the set of
 . <  . <  .irreducible ordinary characters of B, k B s Irr B , and l B the number
of irreducible Brauer characters of B.
 . 0 .2E Let G s He and let Blk G, p be the set of p-blocks with a
non-tri¨ ial defect group.
 . 0 .  4  .a If p s 7, 5, or 2, then Blk G, p s B , B , where D B , Z0 1 1 p
 . wexcept when p s 2, in which case D B s D . In the notation of 7, p.1 G 8
x105 ,
¡ 4x , x , x , x , x if p s 7,15 17 18 29 32~ 4x , x , x , x , x if p s 5,Irr B s . 6 12 13 22 261 ¢ 4x , x , x , x , x if p s 2,12 14 15 16 22
 .  .   . 0 ..and Irr B s Irr G _ Irr B j Irr G . Moreo¨er,0 1
3 if p s 7, 10 if p s 7,¡ ¡~ ~4 if p s 5, 14 if p s 5,l B s l B s 2.7 .  .  .1 0¢ ¢3 if p s 2, 11 if p s 2.
 . 0 .  4  .b If p s 3, then Blk G, 3 s B , B , B , B , B , where D B s0 1 2 3 4 1 G
 . w xE and D B s 3* for i s 2, 3, 4. In the notation of 7, p. 105 ,9 i G
 4Irr B s x : k g 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16 , 4 .1 k
 .  4  .  4  .  4Irr B s x , x , x , Irr B s x , x , x , Irr B s x , x , x ,2 19 27 32 3 4 17 20 4 5 18 21
 .  .  4  . 0 ..  .  .and Irr B s Irr G _ D Irr B j Irr G . Moreo¨er, l B s l B0 is1 i 0 1
 .s 7 and l B s 2 for i s 2, 3, 4.i
0 .  4  .Proof. Let B g Blk G, p _ B . We may suppose D s D B g0
 . w x  .F G, p . If p s 2, then by 11, p. 1877 , D s D and Irr B is givenG 8 1
w x  .above. Moreover, by 4, Theorem 2 , l B s 3.
 .Suppose p is odd. If D, b is a Sylow B-pair and u is the canonical
 . 0  . .character of b, then C D D / D and u g Irr C D DrD , so that D g
 247, 5, 3*, 3 .
 .  .Let D , Z , so that C D s D = L, where L , L 7 or L , A sp 2 5
 .  4 0 .  4L 5 according to whether p g 7, 3 or p s 5. Then Irr L s St or2
< 0 . <Irr L s 3 according to whether p / 3 or p s 3, where St is the Stein-
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 .berg character of L. Let u s 1 = x and let b be the block of C DD D
0 .containing u , where x g Irr L and 1 is the trivial character of D. ThenD
 .  .  .  .D, b is a maximal Brauer pair of N D , since N D rC D is aD
 .  .  .p9-group. If D, b is a B-pair for some B g Blk G , then D, b is aD D
 .  .  .Sylow B-pair, so that D B s D. Since D B is cyclic, l B is the numberG
w x  .  .  .of B-weights by 8, Theorem 9.1 . But N D rC D D is cyclic and N u s
 . < 0  . . < <  .  . < 0  . .N D , so Irr N u , u s N D rC D , where Irr N u , u is the set of
  ..all characters of Irr N u which cover u and have p-defect 0 as characters
 .  .  . <  .  . <of N u rC D . Thus l B s N D rC D .
2  . wLet D s 3 and H s C 3 A , 3. A . As shown in the proof of 5,7
x  .  .Proposition 10 we may suppose D F H and C D s C D . ThusC3 A.
 :  .  :  .P s Dr 3 A is radical in N 3 A r 3 A , S , and C P , P = E . We7 A 47
 .  .may suppose P is generated by the 3-cycle 123 . So C P s P =A7
 . .  . .:  .   . .  . .:.  .45 67 , 46 57 , N P , P = 45 67 , 46 57 .S , and N P ,A 3 S7 7
 .S = S . In particular, N P permutes the three non-trivial linear charac-3 4 A7
  . .ters of Irr C P rP . If u s 1 = x with x a non-trivial linear characterA D7
 . ND .  .of C D rD, then b covers three N D -conjugates of b , and henceD D
ND .  .b is the only block of N D with a defect group D. So G has only oneD
block B with a defect group D.1
 .  .Using the method of central characters, we have Irr B given as in 2E .
 .  .In particular, k B s 9. As shown above C 3 A has only one block b1
G  .  .such that b s B . Since D is 3 A-pure, it follows that 9 s k B s l B1 1 1
 .  .  :q l b . Let b9 be the block of C 3 A r 3 A , A contained by b. Then7
 :  .  .  .  .  .P s Dr 3 A s D b9 and l b s l b9 . Since D b9 is cyclic, l b9 is theA7
 .number of b9-weights. If P, b is a Sylow b9-pair and u 9 the canonicalP
< 0  . . <character of b , then Irr N P , u 9 s 2 and b9 has two weights, sinceP A7
 .  .  .  .N P rP , S . Thus l b9 s l b s 2 and l B s 9 y 2 s 7.A 4 17
 .Finally, l B can be calculated by the following equation due to Brauer,0
0l G s l B q Irr G , .  .  .D
0 .BgBlk G , p
 .where l G is the number of p-regular conjugacy G-classes. This com-
pletes the proof.
 .2F Let G s He and B be a p-block of G. Then the number of B-weights
 .is l B .
 .  .Proof. We may suppose D B is non-cyclic. If B s B , then 2F0
 .  .  .follows by 2.1 and 2A ] 2E . If B / B , then p s 2 or 3 and B s B .0 1
 . < 0  . . <If p s 3, then D B s E and Irr N E rE s 9. Since B has twoG 9 9 9 0
 .  .weights of the form E , w , B has 7 weights. If p s 2, then D B s D9 1 G 8
 .  2  2 . 4and a B-weight has the form R, w , where R g 2 , 2 *, D and w g8
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0  . . 0  . .Irr N R rR . Now Irr N R rR has exactly one character, which is an
 .  .extension of the Steinberg character of C R rZ R . It follows that B has1
 .3 weights. Thus 2F follows.
3. DADE'S INVARIANT CONJECTURE
w xWe shall also follow the notation of 8, 9 . Given a p-subgroup chain
C : P - P - ??? - P 3.1 .0 1 n
< <  .  .  .of a finite group G, define C s n, C C s C P s C P , andn G n
N C s N C s N P l N P l ??? l N P . 3.2 .  .  .  .  .  .G 0 1 n
 .The chain C of 3.1 is said to be radical if it satisfies the following two
conditions,
k
a P s O G and b P s O N P .  .  .  .F0 p k p j /js1
 .for 1 F k F n. Denote by R s R G the set of all radical p-chains of G.
 .Suppose Z G s 1. Then we can identify G with its inner automor-
 .  .  .phism group Inn G , so that Ge A s Aut G and O s Out G s ArG.}
 .  .Let N C be the stabilizer of C in A, and N C, c the stabilizer ofA A
  ..  .  .  .c g Irr N C in N C , so that N C F N C, c . ThusA A
N C , c rN C , N C , c s N C , c GrG. .  .  .  .A G O A
 .  .Given B g Blk G , C g R G , an integer d G 0, and U F O, let
  . < .    .. G 4   . .Blk N C B s b g Blk N C : b s B , and let k N C , B, d, U be
the number of characters in the set
Irr N C , B , d , U . .
Gs c g Irr N C : B c s B , N C , c s U, d c s d , .  .  .  . . 4O
3.3 .
 .  .  .where B c is the block of N C containing c and d c is the p-defect of
c . The following is Dade's invariant conjecture.
 .  .Dade's In¨ariant Conjecture. If Z G s O G s 1 and B is a p-blockp
 .of G with defect d B ) 0, then for any integer d G 0 and any subgroup
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 .U F Out G ,
< <Cy1 k N C , B , d, U s 0, 3.4 .  .  . .
CgRrG
where RrG is a set of representatives for the G-orbits in R.
 . < <If O s Out G is cyclic, then U is determined uniquely by its order U .
  . < <.   . .   . .Let k N C , B, d, U s k N C , B, d, U and k N C , B, d s
  . . k N C , B, d, w .w G 0
4. RADICAL p-CHAINS
The notation and terminology of Sections 2 and 3 are continued in this
 .  .  .  .  .section. Let G s He, C g R G , C C s C C , and N C s N C .G G
 .  . 4A In the notation of 2A , the radical 7-chains C of He up to
.conjugacy are
C N C N C .  .A
C 1 : 1 G A .
3 6C 2 : 1 - 7 F = L 7 F = L 7 .  .  .7 2 7 2
3 3 6 3C 3 : 1 - 7 - S9 F = F F = F . 7 7 7 7
2 2 2C 4 : 1 - 7 7 .SL 7 7 .SL 7 .2 .  .  .2 2
2 1q2 1q2 1q2C 5 : 1 - 7 - 7 7 .6 7 . 2 = 6 .  .q q q
1q2 1q2 1q2C 6 : 1 - 7 7 . S = 3 7 S = 6 , .  .  .q q 3 q 3
 3  ..   .. 1q2where S9 g Syl F = L 7 . Moreo¨er, regarding N C 6 r7 and7 7 2 A q
  .. 1q2  1q2 .  .N C 5 r7 as subgroups of Out 7 s GL 7 , we may supposeA q q 2
  .. 1q2  :   .. 1q2  :N C 6 r7 , a, b, c and N C 5 r7 , b, c , where a sA q A q
0 1 1q2 2 4  .   ..  :diag 2, 4 , b s , and c s 2 I . Thus N C 6 r7 , a, b, c and2 q1 0
  .. 1q2  2:N C 5 r7 , bc .q
 . w x w xProof. The proof follows easily by 2A , 7, p. 104 , or 5, p. 74 .
 .  . 4B In the notation of 2B , the radical 5-chains C of He up to
.conjugacy are
C N C N C .  .A
C 1 : 1 G A .
4C 2 : 1 - 5 5 = A .4 F = S .  .5 5 5
2 2 4 4C 3 : 1 - 5 - 5 5 . 4 = 2 F = F .  . 5 5
2 2 2C 4 : 1 - 5 5 : 4 A 5 : 4S . .  .  .4 4
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 2 .   2 ..Proof. Since N 5 rO N 5 , 4S , it contains a Sylow 2-subgroupA 5 4
 2 .  . 2of Aut 5 , GL 5 . Thus the fixed-point set of a line of 5 in2
 2 .   2 ..   .. 4 4N 5 rO N 5 is 4 = 4, and so N C 3 , F = F . Similarly,A 5 A 5 5
  .. 4N C 2 , F = S .A 5 5
 .Suppose p s 3 and follow the notation of 2C . Define the radical
 .3-chains C i for 1 F i F 6 as
C 1 : 1 C 2 : 1 - 3 .  .
C 3 : 1 - 3 - 32 C 4 : 1 - 3* .  .
C 5 : 1 - 3* - S9 C 6 : 1 - 32 , 4.1 .  .  .
  .. q .where S9 g Syl N 3* . Let Blk G be the set of p-blocks with a3
non-cyclic defect group.
 .  . 0 .  .4C a Let R G be the G-in¨ariant subfamily of R G such that
0 .   . 4R G rG s C i : 1 F i F 6 . Then
< <Cy1 k N C , B , d, w .  . .
 .CgR G rG
< <Cs y1 k N C , B , d , w .  . .
0 .CgR G rG
q .for each B g Blk G and all integers d G 0 and w G 0.
 .  . < <b Suppose C is a chain gi¨ en by 4.1 with C G 1. Then
C N C N C .  .A
C 2 3.S 3.S = 2 . 7 7
2 2 2 2C 3 3 = 2 . 2 = S 3 = 2 . 2 = S = 2 .  .  .  .  .3 3
C 4 S = L 7 S = L 7 .2 .  .  .3 2 3 2
C 5 S = S S = S = 2 . 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2C 6 3 = 2 .GL 3 3 = 2 .GL 3 .2. .  .  .  .  .2 2
 .  .  .  .Proof. a Let S g Syl G such that Z S s 3 g F G, 3 . If C : 1 -3
 .  .  .  .  .Z S - S and C9 : 1 - S, then N C s N C9 and N C s N C9 . ThusA A
 .the contributions of C and C9 in the sum 3.4 are zero. Similarly, we may
2  . 2delete the chains C : 1 - 3 - S and C9 : 1 - Z S - 3 - S in the sum
 .  .3.4 . The remaining radical 3-chains have representatives C i given by
 .  .4.1 . This proves a .
 . w x  .  .b If R s 3*, then by 5, p. 73 , N R F M , S = L 7 . But4 2
 .  .   ..  .N M , S = L 7 .2, so N C 5 , S = H, where H s N Q forA 4 2 A 3 L 7..22
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  ..  .  .  :some Q g Syl L 7 . But L 7 .2 s P GL 7 , so H , x, y, z , S =3 2 2 2 3
  ..   ..  .2, where x s aZ GL 7 and y s bZ GL 7 with a, b given by 4A , and2 2
 4   ..  . w x  .z s diag 1, y1 Z GL 7 . The rest of 4C follows by 7, p. 104 , 2C , or2
 .the proof of 2E .
 .Suppose p s 2 and follow the notation of 2D . Define radical 2-chains
 .C i for 1 F i F 18 as
C 1 : 1 C 2 : 1 - 21q6 .  . q
6 1q6 2 6C 3 : 1 - 2 - 2 .2 C 4 : 1 - 2 .  .q
6 4 4 6C 5 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 C 6 : 1 - 2 * .  .  .  .
6 1q6 2 6 4 4C 7 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 * C 8 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 - S .  .  .  . .q
6 4 4 6 4 4C 9 : 1 - 2 - 2 .2 C 10 : 1 - 2 - 2 .2 - S .  .
4 4 4 4C 11 : 1 - 2 .2 - S C 12 : 1 - 2 .2 .  .
2 4 4 2C 13 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 C 14 : 1 - 2 * .  .  .  .
2 6 2 6 4 4C 15 : 1 - 2 * - 2 * C 16 : 1 - 2 * - 2 - 2 .2 .  .  .  .  .
2 6 2 6 4 4C 17 : 1 - 2 * - 2 C 18 : 1 - 2 * - 2 * - 2 .2 . .  .  .  .  .
4.2 .
We have the following proposition:
 .  . 0 .  .4D a Let R G be the G-in¨ariant subfamily of R G such that
0 .   . 4R G rG s C k : k s 1, 2, . . . , 18 . Then
< <Cy1 k N C , B , d, w .  . .
 .CgR G rG
< <Cs y1 k N C , B , d , w .  . .
0 .CgR G rG
q .for each B g Blk G and all integers d G 0 and w G 0.
 .  .b Let C be a chain gi¨ en by 4.2 . Then
 .  .  .  .C N C N C C N C N CA A
1q6 .  .  .   ..C 1 He A C 2 2 .L 2 N C 2 .2q 3
1q6 2 6 .  .   ..  .   ..C 3 2 .2 .S N C 3 C 4 2 .3.S N C 4q 3 6
4 4 6 .  .  .   ..  .  .   ..C 5 2 .2 . S = S N C 5 C 6 2 *.3.S N C 63 3 6
1q6 2 .  .   ..  .C 7 2 .2 *.S N C 7 C 8 S Sq 3
4 4 .  .  .   ..  .C 9 2 .2 . S = S N C 9 C 10 S S3 3
4 4 .  .  .  .   ..C 11 S S.2 C 12 2 .2 . S = S N C 12 .23 3
4 4 2 .  .  .   ..  .  .  .   ..C 13 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2 N C 13 .2 C 14 2 *.L 4 .S N C 14 .23 3
6 4 4 .  .  .   ..  .  .  .   ..C 15 2 *.L 4 .S N C 15 C 16 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2 N C 162 3
6 4 4 .  .   ..  .  .  .   ..C 17 2 .L 4 .S N C 17 C 18 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2 N C 18 .2 3
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 .  .Moreo¨er, if P is the final subgroup of the chain C, then C C s Z P except
 .  .  2 .  .when C s C 14 , in which case C C , 2 *.L 4 .3
 .  .  . < <Proof. a If C g R G is given in 3.1 with C G 1, then we may
 .  .suppose P g F G, 2 . Let C9 g R G such that1
C9 : 1 - PX - ??? - PX . 4.3 .1 m
 .  .  1q64Case 1 . Let R g F M , 2 _ 2 . Define G-invariant subfamilies2 q
q . 0 .  .M R and M R of R G , such that
q  X 4M R rG s C9 g RrG : P s R , . 1
and
M 0 R rG s C9 g RrG : PX s 21q6, PX s R . 4.4 .  . 41 q 2
q .  .For C9 g M R given by 4.3 , the chain
g C9 : 1 - 21q6 - PX s R - PX - ??? - PX 4.5 .  .q 1 2 m
 . 0 .  .   ..  .  .is radical, g C9 g M R , and N C9 s N g C9 . By 2D , N R FA
 1q6.  .   .. 0 .N 2 and so N C9 s N g C9 . For any B g Blk G and for anyA q A A
integers d, w G 0,
k N C9 , B , d, w s k N g C9 , B , d , w . 4.6 .  .  . .  . .
Since G has exactly one class of radical subgroups 21q6, g is a bijectionq
q . 0 .between M R and M R . So we may suppose
C f Mq R j M 0 R . .  . .D
1q6 .  4RgF M , 2 _ 22 q
 1q6 2  1q6 2 . 4 1q6In particular, P f 2 .2 , 2 .2 *, S , and if P s 2 , then C s1 q q 1 q G
 .C 2 .
 .  2 6. 2 3 4  2 3 4. 4  .Case 2 . Let V* s 2 .2 *, 2 .2 .2 , 2 .2 .2 * : F M , 2 and V4
 2 64  .s 2 .2 : F M , 2 . Given Q g V j V*, define G-invariant subfamilies3
q . 0 .  . q . 0 .M Q and M Q of R G such that M Q rG and M Q rG are
 . 1q6 6  6.given by 4.4 , with R replaced by Q and 2 by 2 or 2 * according toq
whether Q g V or V*. The same proof as above shows that we may
suppose
C f Mq Q j M 0 Q . .  . .D
QgVjV*
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 6. < <Thus P f V j V*. Moreover, if P s 2 * and C G 2, then P g1 1 2 G
 4 4  1q6 2 . 4 6 < <  4 4 1q6 22 .2 , 2 .2 *, S ; if P s 2 and C G 2, then P g 2 .2 , 2 .2 ,q 1 2 G q
2 3 4  2 3 4. 42 .2 .2 , 2 .2 .2 *, S .
6  . 6 1q6 2  .Let C9 : 1 - 2 - S and g C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 .2 - S. Then 4.6 stillq
 .holds, so we may delete these two chains in the sum of 3.4 . Similarly, we
 6.  .  6.  1q6 2 .can delete C9 : 1 - 2 * - S and g C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 * - S.q
 2 3 4  2 3 4. 4 q .Given W g 2 .2 .2 , 2 .2 .2 * , define G-invariant subfamilies L W
0 .  .and L W of R G , such that
Lq W rG s C9 g RrG : PX s 26 , PX s W , .  41 2
and
L 0 W rG s C9 g RrG : PX s 26 *, PX s 24.24 , PX s W . 4.7 .  .  . 41 2 3
 q .A similar proof to above shows that we may suppose C f L W j
0 ..L W .
2 3 4  2 3 4. 6 4 4  6. 6Let W s 2 .2 .2 or 2 .2 .2 *. Replace 2 by 2 .2 and 2 * by 2 in
 . q . 0 .the definition 4.7 of L W and L W , and repeat the proof above.
 6  6. 4 44Then the remaining 2-chains C with P g 2 , 2 *, 2 .2 , up to conju-1
 .gacy are C j for 3 F j F 12.
Now we may suppose
P g 22 , 22 *, D . . 41 8
 . q . 0 .  .Case 3 . Let M D and M D be given by 4.4 with R replaced8 8
1q6 2  . q .by D and 2 by 2 . Then 4.6 holds for C9 g M D and we may8 q 8
2 < <  .suppose P / D . Moreover, if P s 2 and C G 2, then P g F M , 21 8 1 2 1
 2 4  .  . w x_ 2 , D . Since N M , S = L 2 : 2, it follows by 7, p. 3 that8 A 1 4 3
 .  .  4  4 . U 4N R s N R for R g 2 , 2 *, D = E , D = E andN  M . M 8 4 8 4A 1 1
 .  .  2 4N R rN R , Z for R g 2 = S9, D = S9 .N M . M 2 8A 1 1
 U4 q . 0 .If W g D = E , D = E , then let L W and L W be given by8 4 8 4
 . 6  6. 2 4 4 4  4.4.7 with 2 and 2 * replaced by 2 , and 2 .2 by 2 or 2 * according
to whether W s D = E or D = EU. The same proof as above shows8 4 8 4
 q . 0 ..that we may suppose C f L W j L W .
A proof similar to above shows that we may delete the chains of the
  .. 2  . 2 2pairs C9, g C9 : C9 : 1 - 2 - D = S9 and g C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 = S9 -8
2 4  . 2 4 2D = S9; C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 - D = S9 and g C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 - 2 = S98 8
2  4.  . 2  4.- D = S9; C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 * - D = S9 and g C9 : 1 - 2 - 2 * -8 8
22 = S9 - D = S9. Thus the remaining chains with P s 22 have repre-8 1
sentatives
C9 1 : 1 - 22 C9 2 : 1 - 22 - 24 .  .
C9 3 : 1 - 22 - 24 * - 22 = S9 C9 4 : 1 - 22 - 24 * .  .  .  .
C9 5 : 1 - 22 - 24 - 22 = S9 C9 6 : 1 - 22 - 22 = S9. .  .
4.8 .
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 .  2 .  .Case 4 . Suppose P s 2 * and P g F M , 2 . As shown in the1 2 5
 .  6 . 6  .   6 . 6 .proof of 2.6 , N 2 r2 , L 4 .S . Thus F N 2 r2 , 2 sM 2 3 M5 5
  : 4  :  .1, g , E , X , where g g Syl S with g acting as a field automor-4 2 3
 .   ..   . .phism on L 4 , E g Syl L 4 , and X g Syl L 4 .S . We may take2 4 2 2 2 2 3
  6. .  6 3 4 4 4 4  . 3 4 6  :F N 2 , 2 s 2 , 2 .2 , 2 .2 , S0 : F M , 2 , where 2 .2 s 2 . g ,M 55
4 4 6   6..  .2 .2 s 2 .E , and S0 g Syl N 2 . As shown in the proof 2D , part4 2 M5
 .  .  .  6.   6. .4 , N Y s N Y l N 2 for each Y g F N 2 , 2 . Moreover, byM M M5 5 5
w x  2 . . 2  .7, p. 104 , N 2 * , 2 .L 4 .D and by the structures of maximalA 3 12
 . w x  .  .2subgroups of L 4 .D , 7, p. 23 , N R s N R for3 12 N 2 .*. MA 5
R g 26 , 26 *, 23.24 , 23.24 * : F M , 2 . 4 .  .  .5
3 4 q . 0 .  . 6  6.For W s 2 .2 , define L W and L W as 4.7 with 2 and 2 *
 2 . 4 4 6replaced by 2 * and 2 .2 by 2 . The same proof as above shows that we
 q . 0 .. 3 4 6may suppose C f L W j L W . Thus P / 2 .2 and if P s 22 G 2
< <  4 4 4and C G 3, then P g 2 .2 , S0 .3
  6. . .  6.A similar proof to above shows that F N 2 * , 2 s 2 *,M5
 3 4. 4 4 4  .  3 4.2 .2 *, 2 .2 , S0 : F M , 2 . Let W s 2 .2 * and repeat the proof5
 3 4.  6. < <above. So we may suppose P / 2 .2 *, and if P s 2 * with C G 3,2 G 2
 4 4 4   ..then P g 2 .2 , S0 . We may delete the pairs C9, g C9 in the sum3 G
 .  2 . 6 4 4  .  2 . 63.4 , where C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2 - 2 .2 - S0 and g C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2
 2 .  6.  .  2 . 6 4 4- S0; C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2 * - S0 and g C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2 - 2 .2 -
 2 .  .  2 . 4 4S0; C9 : 1 - 2 * - S0 and g C9 : 1 - 2 * - 2 .2 - S0. Thus the re-
 2 .maining radical 2-chains with P s 2 * and P ` D have representa-1 2 8
 .tives C j for 13 F j F 18.
 .  .Finally, we suppose P s D . It follows by the proof of 1 of 2D that2 8
  . .  U 4  .F N D , 2 s D , D = E , D = E , D = S9 : F M , 2 .8 8 8 4 8 4 8 1
2  .  2 .  .  .Let C9 : 1 - 2 and g C9 : 1 - 2 * - D . Then N C9 , S = L 28 4 3
  ..  .   ..and N g C9 , D = L 2 . Let b s B L 2 , and let b be the block8 3 0 0 3 1
 .   . < .of L 2 containing the Steinberg character. Then Blk N C9 B s3 i
  .4  .  .  .b C9 , where the B 's are given by 2E and b C9 s B S = b fori i i 0 4 i
   .. < .    ..4   ..i s 0, 1. Similarly, Blk N g C9 B s b g C9 with b g C9 si i i
 .  2 .  .   ..B D = b for i s 0, 1. Now N 2 , S = L 2 : 2 and N g C9 s D0 8 i A 4 3 A 8
 .   ..   ..= L 2 : 2. Since Irr B S and Irr B D both have 4 characters of3 0 4 0 8
2-defect 3 and one of 2-defect 2, it follows that
k N C9 , B , d , w s k N g C9 , B , d, w .  . . .  .i i
 .  .for any integers d, w G 0. So we may delete C9 and g C9 in the sum 3.4 .
Using the same argument above, we can cancel each of the following pairs
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  ..C9, g C9 of chains,
C9 s C9 2 g C9 : 1 - 22 * - D - D = E .  .  . 8 8 4
U2C9 s C9 3 g C9 : 1 - 2 * - D - D = E - D = S9 .  .  . 8 8 4 8
U2C9 s C9 4 g C9 : 1 - 2 * - D - D = E .  .  . 8 8 4
2C9 s C9 5 g C9 : 1 - 2 * - D - D = E - D = S9 .  .  . 8 8 4 8
2C9 s C9 6 g C9 : 1 - 2 * - D - D = S9, .  .  . 8 8
 .  .where C9 j for 2 F j F 6 are defined by 4.8 . This completes the proof of
 .a .
 .  .  . w xb The proof of b follows by that of a above or by 7, p. 104 .
5. THE PROOF OF DADE'S CONJECTURE
The notation and terminology of Sections 2, 3, and 4 are continued in
 .  .this section. In the proof of Theorems 5A and 5B , we only give a detail
proof for one case and sketch the proofs of other cases, since the proofs
are similar.
 .5A Let B be a p-block of the simple Held group G s He when defect
 .d B G 1. If p is odd, then B satisfies Dade's in¨ariant conjecture.
 4  .Proof. We may suppose p g 7, 5, 3 , and B s B s B G with p s 70 0
or 5.
 .  .  . 3  .Suppose p s 7 and let C s C 2 , C9 s C 3 . Then N C s F = L 7 ,7 2
 . 6  .  . 3 3  . 6 3N C s F = L 7 , N C9 s F = F , and N C9 s F = F . SoA 7 2 7 7 A 7 7
k N C 2 , B , d, w s k N C 3 , B , d , w .  . .  . .  .0 0
15 if d s 2 and w s 2,
s 10 if d s 2 and w s 1, 0 otherwise.
 .  .  . 2  .  .Let C s C 4 and C9 s C 5 . Then N C , 7 .SL 7 , N C ,2 A
2  .  . 1q2  . 1q2  . 7 .SL 7 .2, N C9 , 7 .6, and N C9 , 7 . 2 = 6 see Tables I and2 q A q
.  .  .  :  .  :II . In the notation of 4A , N C9 rR s s and N C9 rR s b, c ,A
2   .. 1q2where s s bc and R s O N C9 , 7 . It follows by the character7 q
 .table of N C9 that c stabilizes all linear characters and only two non-lin-
  ..ear characters, j and j of Irr N C9 .14 18
 .  .  .  .Let r g N C _ N C . Then rh g N C9 for some h g N C andA A
 .2  .  .  .rh g N C9 , so that rh g N C9 _ N C9 . Since we only consider theA
 .  .   ..actions of an element of N C9 _ N C9 on Irr N C9 or classes ofA
 .  .N C9 , we may suppose, for simplicity of notation that r g N C9 .A
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TABLE I
2  ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr 7 .SL 72
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 3 3 4 4 6 6 6 7 8 8 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
The characters f , . . . , f in Table I are the extensions of characters of1 11
  ..  .  .Irr SL 7 to N C . It follows by the character tables of GL 7 and2 2
 .  .SL 7 that r interchanges characters in each of the pairs f , f and2 2 3
 .f , f , and stabilizes the other characters f for 1 F j F 11. If 12 F j F4 5 j
 NC .  ..  NC .  ..18, then the inner product f , Ind j s 1 and f , Ind j / 0j NC 9. 18 j NC 9. i
for exactly one i with 11 F i F 17. It follows that r stabilizes exactly one
  ..character f g Irr N C of degree 48. Thusj
k N C 4 , B , d , w s k N C 5 , B , d, w .  . .  . .  .0 0
7 if d s 3 and w s 2,¡
10 if d s 3 and w s 1,~s
1 if d s 2 and w s 2,¢
0 otherwise.
  .. 1q2  .The degrees of irreducible characters of N C 6 , 7 . S = 3 areq 3
 4given by Table III. Since each character of C s f : 1 F j F 9 covers thej
 1q2 .   ..   ..trivial character of Irr 7 , an element r g N C 6 _ N C 6 stabilizesq A
 .  .each character of C. Since r g Z S = 6 and since Res f s j3 NC5.. 18
 4 rfor f g f , f , f , it follows that f s f. Similarly, the restriction to21 22 23
  .    ...  .N C 5 of each character f g Irr N C 6 of degree 9 or 6 covers
 .    ...  .exactly one non-stabilized character of Irr N C 5 of degree 3 or 6 , so
r w xf / f. It follows by 7, p. 105 that
10 if d s 3 and w s 2,¡
10 if d s 3 and w s 1,~k G, B , d , w sk N C 6 , B , d , w s .  . . . .0 0 3 if d s 2 and w s 2,¢
0 otherwise.
Thus Dade's conjecture holds when p s 7.
TABLE II
1q 2 .The Degrees of Characters of Irr 7 .6q
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 42
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TABLE III
1q 2  ...The Degrees of Characters of Irr 7 . S = 3q 3
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6
f f f f f f f f16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
9 9 9 9 18 42 42 42
 .  .  . Suppose p s 5 and let C s C 2 and C9 s C 3 . Then N C , 5 =
.  . 2  .  .  .A .4, N C9 , 5 . 4 = 2 . By the structures of N C and N C9 given by5 A A
 .  .  .4B and character tables of N C and N C9 ,
k N C 2 , B , d, w s k N C 3 , B , d , w .  . .  . .  .0 0
12 if d s 2 and w s 2,
s 2 if d s 2 and w s 1, 0 otherwise.
w  . xIt follows by 2, 3.1 ; 7, p. 105 that
8 if d s 2 and w s 2,
k G, B , d, w s k N C 4 , B , d, w s .  . . 8 if d s 2 and w s 1, .0 0  0 otherwise.
So Dade's conjecture holds when p s 5.
 .Suppose p s 3. It follows by 4C that
k N C 4 , B , d , w s k N C 5 , B , d, w .  . .  . .  .0 0
9 if d s 2 and w s 2,s  0 otherwise.
 .  .  .  2 2 .  .  .Let C s C 3 and C9 s C 6 . Then N C , 3 = 2 . 2 = S and N C93
 2 2 .  .  ., 3 = 2 .GL 3 see Tables IV and V . Using the method of central2
  . < .   .4   . < .   .4characters, we have Blk N C B s b C , Blk N C9 B s b C9 ,1 1 1 1
  ..   44   ..where Irr b C s f : j g 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20 , Irr b C9 s1 j 1
  44  .  .j : j g 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 . Since N C s N C =j A
   .. .  .  .2, k N C 3 , B , d, w s 9 or 0 according to whether d, w s 2, 2 or1
TABLE IV
2 2 .  ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr 3 = 2 . 2 = S3
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 12
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TABLE V
2 2 .  ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr 3 = 2 .GL 32
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 6 6 6 8 8 16 24 24
 .  . 2  .  .  .  .d, w / 2, 2 . If R s 3 g F G, 3 , then N R rC R , GL 3 .2 sA 2
 .   ..N Q rQ, where Q g Syl L 4 . Using the character table ofAutL 4.. 3 33
 .   ..  .GL 3 .2 and the restriction of each character of Irr N C9 to N C , we2
 .  .have that an element r g N C9 _ N C9 interchanges characters in eachA
 .  .  .of the pairs, j , j , j , j , and j , j , and r stabilizes the other7 11 8 10 13 14
  ..characters in Irr N C9 . Thus
3 if d s 2 and w s 2,
k N C 6 , B , d, w s k G, B , d, w s .  . . 6 if d s 2 and w s 1, .1 1  0 otherwise,
and
k N C 3 , B , d, w s k N C 6 , B , d , w .  . .  . .  .0 0
9 if d s 3 and w s 2,
s 2 if d s 2 and w s 2, 0 otherwise.
 .    .. .It suffices to show that k G, B , d, w s k N C 2 , B , d, w and0 0
   .. .    .. .  .k N C 3 , B , d, w s k N C 2 , B , d, w for all d, w G 0 see Table VI .1 1
   .. < .Again using the method of central characters, we have Blk N C 2 B s1
   ..4b C 2 and1
 4Irr b C 2 s j : j g 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20 . . .  4 .1 j
TABLE VI
 .The Degrees of Characters of Irr 3.S7
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 1 6 6 12 14 14 14 14 15 15 20 21 21
j j j j j j j j15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
30 30 35 35 42 42 48 48
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TABLE VII
2 .  ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr 2 *.L 43
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 10 10 10 10 10 10 20 28 28 28 28 28 28 35 35 35
f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
36 36 36 45 45 63 63 64 64 64 64 70 70 70 90 90 90
  ..   ..    .. .Since N C 2 s N C 2 = 2, it follows that k N C 3 , B , d, w sA 1
   .. .  .k N C 2 , B , d, w for all w, d G 0. Thus 5A follows by1
9 if d s 3 and w s 2,
k G, B , d, w s k N C 2 , B , d, w s .  . . 4 if d s 2 and w s 2, .0 0  0 otherwise.
 .5B Let B be a 2-block of the simple Held group G s He with defect
 .d B G 1. Then B satisfies Dade's in¨ariant conjecture.
 .  . w xProof. 1 Let B s B , so that D B s D . By 8, Lemma 6.9 ,1 G 8
  . < .   .  .4  .  .Blk N C B s B unless C g C 1 , C 14 . If C s C 14 , then C C ,1
 2 .  .  .  2 .  .  . w2 *.L 4 and N C , 2 *.L 4 .S See Tables VII and VIII . By 4,3 3 3
x   ..  4   . < .Theorem 1 , Irr b C s j , j , j , j , j , where Blk N C B s1 15 16 26 28 29 1
  .4b C .1
 .  .Now we consider the action of an element r g N C _ N C on theA
  ..  .  2 .  .  .characters of Irr N C , where N C , 2 *.L 4 .D . Set L s L 4 ,A 3 12 3
 .  .so that Aut L , L.D see Table IX . By character tables of L.D and12 12
L.S and by Clifford theory, r interchanges two characters in each of the3
 .  .  .  .following pairs, z , z , z , z , z , z , and z , z , and stabilizes7 8 9 10 13 14 17 18
 .every other character of Irr L.S .3
 .Since each character of Irr L.S can be extended to a character of3
 .N C , it follows that r stabilizes every character of
 4V s j : 1 F j F 5, j g 10, 15, 16, 19, 20, 23, 26, 27 4j
TABLE VIII
2 .  . .The Degrees of Characters of Irr 2 *.L 4 .S3 3
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 1 2 20 20 30 30 30 30 40 45 45 45 45 64 64 90
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
90 105 105 108 108 126 126 126 128 168 192 192 210 210 270 270
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TABLE IX
  . ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr L 4 .S3 3
z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 2 20 20 40 45 45 45 45 64 64 90 90 105 105 126 126 126 128
 .  .  .and interchanges characters in each pair, j , j , j , j , j , j ,11 12 13 14 17 18
 .   ..and j , j . Let x s j and x 9 s j be characters of Irr N C , and24 25 32 33
 4   ..let X s f , f , f : Irr C C . Then r stabilizes X, and x and x 932 33 34
 .cover every character f g X. Moreover, C C is a subgroup of index 2 in
 .  .  .the stabilizer N f of f in N C . Since r is an involution modulo N C ,
 .  .r stabilizes at least one character, say f of X. Thus N f rC C , Z =A 2
 .  .   .  ..Z , since N C rC C , D and r g Z N C rC C . So f has 42 A 12 A
 .  .extensions to N f and N C has 4 irreducible characters covering f. InA A
particular, r stabilizes both x and x 9.
The same proof can be applied to each of the following pairs of
  ..  4  4  4characters in Irr N C , j , j , j , j , and j , j . Extend each21 22 28 29 30 31
  ..  .  .character of Irr L 4 to C C . Using the character table of C C , we3
r  4 NC . . NC . .have f g Y s f , f , f . Since Ind f s j q j and Ind f2 3 5 7 CC . 2 8 9 CC .
r r  4s j q j for f g Y, it follows that j , j g j , j . Thus r stabilizes6 7 6 7 8 9
 4exactly each of the characters in V j j , j , j : 28 F j F 33 . The con-21 22 j
jecture for B follows by1
4 if d s 3 and w s 2,
k G, B , d, w s k N C 14 , B , d , w s .  . . 1 if d s 2 and w s 2, .1 1  0 otherwise,
and moreover,
4 if d s 9 and w s 2,¡
4 if d s 9 and w s 1,
6 if d s 8 and w s 2,~k N C 14 , B , d , w s 5.1 .  . . 8 if d s 8 and w s 1, .0
4 if d s 7 and w s 2,
2 if d s 6 and w s 2,¢
0 otherwise.
 .  .  .  .2 Let B s B and let C s C 15 and C9 s C 16 . Then N C ,0
 6.  .  .  4 4.  .  .  .2 *.L 4 .S , N C9 , 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2. Since N C s N C and2 3 A
 .  .  .  .N C9 s N C9 , it follows by character tables of N C and N C9 thatA
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k N C , B , d , w s k N C9 , B , d , w .  . .  .0 0
8 if d s 9 and w s 1,¡
14 if d s 8 and w s 1,~s 5.2 .4 if d s 7 and w s 1,
2 if d s 6 and w s 1,¢
0 otherwise.
  ..   ..   ..   ..  .Since N C 17 , N C 15 and N C 18 , N C 16 , 5.2 still holds
 .  .when C s C 17 and C9 s C 18 .
 .  .  .  1q6 2 .  .Let C s C 3 and C9 s C 4 . Then N C , 2 .2 .S and N C9 ,q 3
6  .  .2 .3.S . By character tables of N C and N C9 ,6
16 if d s 10,¡
12 if d s 9,
10 if d s 8,~k N C , B , d s . .0 6 if d s 7,
1 if d s 6,¢
0 otherwise,
16 if d s 10,¡
12 if d s 9,
2 if d s 8,~k N C9 , B , d s . .0 2 if d s 7,
1 if d s 6,¢
0 otherwise.
  ..   ..   ..   ..Since N C 7 , N C 3 and N C 6 , N C 4 , the above equations
 .  .still hold when C s C 7 and C9 s C 6 .
 .  .  .  4 4.  .Let C s C 5 and C9 s C 8 . Then N C , 2 .2 . S = S and3 3
 .  .  .N C9 s S. By character tables of N C and N C9 ,
16 if d s 10,¡
20 if d s 9,
2 if d s 8,~k N C , B , d s . .0 2 if d s 7,
1 if d s 6,¢
0 otherwise.
16 if d s 10,¡
20 if d s 9,
18 if d s 8,~k N C9 , B , d s . .0 6 if d s 7,
1 if d s 6,¢
0 otherwise.
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  ..   ..   ..   ..Since N C 9 , N C 5 and N C 10 , N C 8 , the above equations
 .  .   ..   ..still hold when C s C 9 and C9 s C 10 . Since N C j s N C j forA
3 F j F 10, it follows that
10
jy1y1 k N C j , B , d , w .  . . . 0
js3
y16 if d s 8 and w s 1,s 5.3 . 0 otherwise.
 .  .  4 4.  .  .  4 4. If C s C 13 , then N C , 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2 and N C , 2 .2 . 3 =A
. .  .  .  .3 2 = 2 . As shown in the proof of 2D , part 4 , N Q ,AutL 4..3
 .  2 .   ..N C r 2 *, where Q g Syl L 4 . Using character tables ofA 2 3
 .  .  2 .  .N Q and N C r 2 * and using a similar argument to that of 1 ,AutL 4..3
we have that
k N C 13 , B , d, w s k N C 14 , B , d , w . .  . .  . .  .0 0
1q6  .  .  .  .Let R s 2 , C s C 2 , and C9 s C 11 , so that N C s N R ,q
1q6  .  .  .   ..2 .L 2 and N C9 s S g Syl G . If K s Aut R.L 2 , then K ,q 3 2 3
6  .  .  .  .2 .L 2 .2 , N C rZ R see Table X . Using character tables of K and3 A
 .  .  .N C and Clifford theory, we have that r g N C _ N C interchangesA
 .  .  .  .  .characters in each of pairs, j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j ,2 3 5 8 6 7 12 13 15 21
 .  .  .j , j , j , j , and j , j , and r stabilizes the other characters.16 18 17 20 22 23
 .  .  .Similarly, if Q g Syl K , then Q , N C9 rZ S . Using the character2 A
N2 1q 6q . .  .table of Q and using the induction Ind j for j g Irr S , we haveS
 .that r g N C9 _ S stabilizes exactly 4 linear characters, 2 irreducibleA
 .characters of degree 2 or 4, 4 of degree 8, and 1 of degree 16 of Irr S . It
TABLE X
1q 6  ..The Degrees of Characters of Irr 2 .L 2q 3
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 3 3 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 14 14 21 21
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
21 21 21 21 21 21 24 24 28 28 42 48 56 56 64
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follows that
¡4 if d s 10 and w s 2,
12 if d s 10 and w s 1,
2 if d s 9 and w s 2,
a if d s 9 and w s 1,1
2 if d s 8 and w s 2,~a if d s 8 and w s 1,k N C0 , B , d , w s . . 20
4 if d s 7 and w s 2,
2 if d s 7 and w s 1,
1 if d s 6 and w s 2,
a if d s 4 and w s 2,3¢
0 otherwise,
 .  .  .  .where a , a , a s 2, 0, 1 or 18, 16, 0 according to whether C0 s C 21 2 3
 .or C 1 .
 .  .  4 4.  .Finally, let C s C 12 , so that N C , 2 .2 . S = S . Let H s3 3
  ..  4 4.  .  .  .N C 13 , 2 .2 . 3 = 3 .2 F N C . Using the results of Irr H , the in-
 .  .duction from H to N C , and the character table of N C , we have that
4 if d s 10 and w s 2,¡
12 if d s 10 and w s 1,
2 if d s 9 and w s 2,
b if d s 9 and w s 1,1~k N C0 , B , d , w s . . 2 if d s 8 and w s 2,0
2 if d s 7 and w s 2,
1 if d s 6 and w s 2,
b if d s 4 and w s 2,2¢
0 otherwise,
 .  .  .  .where b , b s 18, 0 , or 2, 1 according to whether C0 s C 12 or1 2
 .C 1 . It follows that
jy1y1 k N C j , B , d , w .  . . . 0
 4jg 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 14
16 if d s 8 and w s 1,s 5.4 . 0 otherwise.
 .  .  .  .Thus 5B follows by 5.2 , 5.3 , and 5.4 . This completes the proof.
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